NEWSPAPER reads HIMSELF:

NEWSPAPER:  "Roosevelt Island's Automatic Vacuum Collection System, or AVAC, is sanitation engineering at its most extraordinary..."  
Looking at Shoe"  
Wait a moment..."  Reading again, oh, crap."

ACT 2

Slowly, with trepidation

BANANA PEEL:

Flabmaster:

SALAMI:

NEWSPAPER:

SOCK:

The bag!

The bag!

The bag!

The bag!

Tip-ping! The bag is

Tip-ping! The bag is

Tip-ping! The bag is

Tip-ping! The bag is

Is shaking! Is tip-ping!

Is shaking! Is tip-ping!
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THE WASTE PRODUCTS perform the "falling down a garbage chute and landing in a pile of trash" dance.

FLAB MASTER:
"Well THAT sucked."

NEWSPAPER:
"You don't know the half of it."

NEWSPAPER nods at the article displayed on HIS person.
SALAMI glances at the article.

SALAMI:
" 'The AVAC's suction fans pull garbage from each apartment tower through a half-mile tube under Main Street to a central processing facility.' Huh..."
Driving, rock

Do you hear that? A groaning sound, Ah a storm...

Like stirring winds; a storm...
BANANA PEEL & SALAMI:

Howling And rising in the distance

NEWSPAPER & SOCK:

Prowling And meeting

BANANA PEEL, FLABMASTER & SALAMI:

Sailing A hurricane is coming

-ing with resistance A hurricane is coming
poco accel.  
\[ \frac{\text{\textcopyright 2008 Act 2}}{\text{Act 2 - AVAC Memories}} \]

Faster, funky half-time feel

Purging The AVAC System plumbing The

"Circling circles"

fans engage; the mighty lungs inhale. The
bag succumbs; the bonds of friction fail.

Ah

poco rit.
FLABMASTER:  *Reading* NEWSPAPER

"The AVAC System handles up to seven tons of garbage per daaaaaaaaay!"

**A tempo**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{FLABMASTER:  & BANANA PEEL} & \text{& SALAMI:} \\
\text{Riding} & \text{Facing} & \text{Sliding} \\
\text{The awesome surge of} & \text{A thousand pounds of suction} & \text{At sixty miles an hour}
\end{align*}
\]